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Abstract

In this study we have decoded bar codes by recognizing the human�readable characters of the

interpretation line printed below the bar pattern� Using this approach� we were able to successfully

decode bar codes with a resolution of ��� pixels per module�
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Decoding Bar Codes from Human�Readable Characters

� Introduction

Bar codes are an automatic identi�cation technology which have been widely used for the last two

decades� The typical input devices for bar codes are ��dimensional CCD or laser scanners� and manual

scanning of product data in supermarkets has been the most widespread application� Today bar codes

are used in a number of applications like handling of returned goods� sorting of letters� processing of

giros� and registration of forms from the public� In an increasing amount of these applications� image

analysis systems are becoming an important part for tasks like optical character recognition� object

classi�cation� and quality control� Hence� it would be pro�table if the bar code could be decoded

directly from the image captured in the image analysis system�

The image analysis systems will typically require that the entire object is contained in the image�

and for speed it is necessary that all operations can be performed on the same image� The bar code

should therefore also be decoded from this image� and this restriction puts an upper bound on the

resolution which can be obtained for the bar code� This creates a need for methods that can decode

bar codes of modest to low resolution from �D images�

Viard�Gaudin and Normand ������ ����� have described a system for a postal application of bar

code reading from grey level images� Here� the bar code is �rst located by analysing the gradients

within the image� and then the bar pattern is projected onto a line to create a ��dimensional signal�

This signal is decoded by examining the zero�crossings of its second derivative� A blur model is used

to compensate for incorrect focusing and low resolution� Their approach is reported to give successful

decoding of bar codes for resolutions down to ��� pixels per module�

Obviously� all bar code symbologies contain a bar pattern� However� almost all bar codes do also

contain an interpretation line where the information encoded in the bar pattern is printed in human�

readable characters beneath the bars� Bar patterns are specially designed for reading by ��dimensional

scanners� but when decoding bar codes from low resolution grey level images� it is no longer obvious that

the bar pattern is the optimal information source� The human�readable characters may be less e�ected
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by blur and low resolution� and may be an alternative or an additional source of information� In this

study we have therefore looked into the problem of segmentation and decoding of the human�readable

characters beneath the bar pattern�

� Bar codes

Di�erent bar code schemes� or symbologies� exist� Two common symbologies are UPC �Universal

Product Code� which is used in the USA and Canada� and EAN �European Article Number� which

is used in the rest of the world� These are the symbologies used on all retail products� newspapers�

magazines and books� Other symbologies are used in other markets like health care� postal service and

automotive industry� In our study we were interested in bar codes for retail products� We have looked

at the EAN symbology� but EAN and UPC are closely related� as EAN is a superset of UPC�

The EAN bar codes appear in two versions� EAN�� which is a short form encoding � digits and

EAN��� which encodes �� digits� Bar codes of the EAN��� standard �see Figure �� left� contain a two

digit country code� a four digit manufacturer number� a �ve digit product number� and one check digit�

The bar pattern explicitly encodes �� digits� while the ���th digit is implicitly given through the choice

of code patterns� The bars can have several widths which are multiples of a unit width� and each digit in

the code is represented by � bars and � spaces covering a total width of seven unit modules� In addition�

the code contains � guard patterns covering a total of �� modules �������� This gives a total length

of �� modules for the bar pattern� For human interpretation the digits encoded by the bar pattern are�

as part of the standard� also printed in the OCR�B font beneath the bars�

� Data

In our study an important issue was to investigate how well we could succeed in decoding bar codes

from images from an inexpensive camera� A monochrome analog CCD camera �VICON VC ����� was

used in combination with a frame grabber �Matrix Comet� and a white di�use light source�

Resolution� blur and contrast are three important factors in the decoding of bar codes� In our

experiments the resolution for the bar patterns varied from �� to ��� pixels per module� The distance
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to the objects was �xed� while the size of the bar codes varied� Hence� we experienced no blur due to

out�of�focus bar codes� Still� we got a blurring e�ect �additional to that caused by the low resolution�

as the frame grabber seemed to smooth the signal from the analog CCD� These e�ects do not appear

when using more expensive digital cameras� As the bar codes in our test set were all printed on plane

surfaces� variation in contrast within the bar codes was not a problem� However� the overall contrast

within the bar codes was quite low as a result of the blurring�

Figure �	 Left� Bar code of EAN��� standard� Right� Original grey level image�

Our data set consisted of �� images with ������� pixels and ��� grey levels� Each image contained

several bar codes� giving a total of � codes� The orientation of each bar code was close to either the

vertical axis ��� codes� or the horizontal axis ��� codes�� All bar codes followed the EAN��� standard�

One of the grey levels images� containing � bar codes� is shown in Figure �� right� Although the data

set in our experiments was rather small� it would serve the purpose of indicating whether our method

for decoding of bar codes would be feasible�

� Methods

��� Bar code segmentation

The method used for locating the bar codes is based on the work of Viard�Gaudin et� al�� and we will

therefore only give an outline of the main steps� A more detailed description of the method is available
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in their paper �������

The main idea is to extract areas having a high density of mono�oriented gradients by a texture

analysis which is performed directly in the spatial domain� The gradients are found by using the Sobel

operator which gives both the magnitude and the direction of the gradients� In our case we know

that the code is either close to vertical or horizontal� Hence� we discard all gradients with directions

closer to the diagonals than to the vertical or horizontal axes� Weak gradients �low magnitude� are also

discarded� Two binary images are constructed� one for the vertical gradients and one for the horizontal

gradients� by setting the pixels where the respective gradients appear�

To speed up the further processing� the two binary images are down sampled �Figure �� left� be�

fore they are processed with a morphological �lter �Figure �� middle�� The geometry of the resulting

connected components is then analysed to select the bar code candidates �Figure �� right�� A rough

segmentation is now obtained� and sub images corresponding to the segmented bar codes can be de�ned�

To make sure that no parts of the bar code are lost� the sub images are chosen slightly larger than the

circumscribing rectangle of the extracted connected components� Figure � �left� shows the sub image

corresponding to the connected component marked with grey in Figure � �right��

��� Bar code positioning

To be able to read the bar code from the sub image resulting from the segmentation process� the exact

position and rotation of the bar code within the sub image must be determined�

����� Estimation of rotation

An initial estimate� a�� for the rotation angle of the bar code can be obtained from the histogram of the

gradient directions �on the interval ���� ����i� of the extracted sub image� Only gradients with a high

magnitude are considered� and a� is found as the most frequent angle in the histogram�

A more exact rotation of the bar code is found by identifying the upper and lower margins of the

code� Points belonging to these margins are determined as edge points found when moving from the

centre of the code toward the margins along lines with slope a�� By moving in approximately the same

direction as the bars� we ensure that the encountered edge will not belong to bar edges within the code�
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Figure �	 Left� Result of gradient quantization and down sampling�

Middle� Result of morphological �ltering� Right� Extracted connected components�

A point belonging to the upper �lower� margin is assumed to be found if the di�erence between the grey

levels of the preceding and succeeding points is greater than a threshold� T � In our experiments� T was

selected manually� and the same threshold was used for all the images�

For each edge pixel a Gaussian reconstruction �lter� described by Seitz ������� is used to determine

the edge to subpixel accuracy� Then� the rotation of the bar codes is estimated by �tting two parallel

lines to edge points found along the the upper and lower margin� using the following regression model	

y � a� x� b�� I � b�� J ���

Here �x� y� are the edge points� I is � if the edge point belongs to the upper margin and � otherwise�

and J is � if the edge point belongs to the lower margin and � otherwise�

The procedure for extracting points along the margins� results in edge points both on the margin�

and outside the margin� Hence� we needed a method which would not be sensitive to outliers� The least

median of squares regression �LMS�� described by Rosseeuw� has this advantage� It di�ers from the

more common least squares regression in that it minimizes the median and not the sum of the squared

residuals� Actually� almost half of the data may be corrupted in an arbitrary fashion and the LMS
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estimate will still follow the majority of the data� Figure � �middle� shows the edge points extracted

from the bar code in Figure � �left� and the regression lines �tted to these points�
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Figure �	 Left� The sub image selected for further processing� Middle� Edge points found in the sub

image� The �tted regression lines are superimposed� Right� Finding the edge of the left margin�

����� Estimation of the bar code width

The width of the bar code is found by estimating the positions for the left and right margin of the code�

The equations for the left and right margins of the bar code� are given by	

y � a� x� b�� and y � a� x� b�� ���

Since the left and right margins are perpendicular to the upper and lower margins� their common slope

a� is equal to ��a�� Moreover� initial estimates of the upper left� �xul� yul�� upper right� �xur� yur��

lower left� �xll� yll�� and lower right� �xlr � ylr�� cornerpoints of the bar code can be obtained from the

non�outlier points in ������ The intercepts of the left and right margins could be derived directly from

these cornerpoints� To get more precise estimates� however� we will follow a procedure which is similar

to that described in Section ������

Moving from left to right along line segments perpendicular to the left margin �as illustrated in

Figure �� right�� the pixel values are investigated� and an edge point is said to be found if the di�erence

between the preceding and the succeeding point exceeds a threshold T � where T is the same threshold

as used in Section ������ Hence� we are looking for a sharp transition from light to dark� When such

an edge is found� we also require that the preceding lighter �eld� which is assumed to be the quiet area

outside the bar code� is wider than the widest bar in the bar code� Estimates of the bar code width�





w�� and the widest bar� wb� can be found from the initial estimates of the corner points of the bar code	

w� � ���

�q
�xur � xul�� � �yur � yul�� �

q
�xlr � xll�� � �ylr � yll��

�
and wb �

�

��
w� ���

The procedure results in a number of edge positions �x�i� y�i� for the left edge of the bar code� Similarly

we �nd points along the right edge of the bar code �x�i� y�i�� From these edge points� the estimates �b��

and �b�� for the intercepts b�� and b�� in the equations for the two margins� can be found as	

�b�� � median�y�i � a� x�i� and �b�� � median�y�i � a� x�i�

From the equations for the margins of the bar code� we can compute the width of the code� wt	

wt �

���
��

b�� � b�� if a� � �

a� �b�� � b��� otherwise
���

We can also compute the exact corner points of the code�

��� Bar code reading

As we use an approach where the human�readable characters beneath the bar pattern are the basis for

the decoding� we need to locate and segment each of the digits� The following sections describe the

methods used for segmentation and classi�cation of these digits�

����� Determination of the digit box

When the bar code is located as described in the previous section� the exact position of the box circum�

scribing the human�readable digits must be determined� To �nd the position of this digit box� we will

use information derived from the bar code standard�

For EAN��� bar codes the distance from the start of the �rst digit to the left margin of the bar

code is approximately ����� times the width of the bar code� We also know that for the OCR�B font�

in which the digits are printed� the height of a digit� hd� is approximately ���� times the width� wd�

hd � ����wd� From Section � we have that each digit covers a width of seven modules and that the

total width� wt� of the bar code is �� modules� Hence� the width of one digit is wd �
�

��
wt� where wt is

given by Equation ��
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The orientation of the bar code has at this point only been determined on the interval ���� ����i�
and therefore we do not not yet know whether to look for the digits beneath or above the bar pattern�

We solve this problem by extracting and analysing two candidate boxes of dimension �����wt� hd� one

on each side of the bar pattern� Of the two candidate boxes� one will contain the digits� while the other

one will contain background from outside the bar code� It is thereby reasonable to assume that the box

containing the digits has larger grey level variance than the empty box� Hence� the candidate with the

greatest mean local standard deviation is chosen as the correct digit box�

Figure �	 The digit box which was extracted from the sub image in Figure � �left	�

Within the extracted digit box the exact start and end of the digit sequence are found by computing

the variance for each column of the box and thresholding the resulting ��dimensional signal by Otsu�s

method� The columns of the image that are classi�ed to foreground �high variance� are assumed to

correspond to the digits� The �rst transition from background to foreground is assumed to be the start

of the digit box� while the transition from foreground to background close to the right margin of the bar

code is taken to be the end of the digit box� Finally� the digit box is resampled by bilinear interpolation

to a �xed height and width� Figure � shows the digit box extracted from the sub image in Figure �

�left��

����� Segmentation of single digits

When the digit box has been determined� it should be split into smaller boxes containing only one digit�

From the de�nition of an EAN��� bar code� we know the relative position of each digit within the box�

Ideally� this should be enough to perform the segmentation� but as the extraction of the digit box is

usually not su�ciently accurate� we will only use these positions as initial estimates for the split points�

To improve the estimates� we use the assumption that the average grey level along the columns of

the digit box will be higher between two digits than within a digit� This is reasonable because the

background is light while the digits are dark� A ��dimensional signal is therefore obtained from the sum
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of grey levels along each column of the digit box� This signal is smoothed by a linear �lter� and the

maximums of the smoothed signal are determined�

Figure �	 The segmented digits�

The �nal segmentation is determined by going back to the initial split points� and for each split

point locating the closest maximum of the smoothed signal and choosing this as the revised split point�

The single digits resulting from the segmentation of the box in Figure � are shown in Figure ��

����� Normalization of digits

Due to blurring� images with low resolution tend to have a greater mean value and a smaller standard

deviation than images with high resolution� Therefore the digit images are normalized to a �xed mean

and standard deviation before they are classi�ed� There may also be some displacement of the digits

within the sub images� This problem is solved by computing the centroid of the grey levels in the sub

image and shifting the image if the centroid is not equal to the centre of the image� The resulting

normalized digit image consists of N pixels� which values can be labelled by yi� i � ���N � and which

is input to the classi�cation algorithm� In our study� the size of the normalized images was chosen as

�� �� pixels� giving N � ����

����� Classi�cation of digits

For the classi�cation� a prototype was constructed for each digit� Each prototype is a statistical descrip�

tion of the image corresponding to the digit class� It consists of the pixel value estimates �i� i � ���N �

and their standard deviation �i� i � ���N � for the corresponding class of digits� For an arbitrary digit

image y each measurement �pixel value�� yi� is assumed to be Gaussian distributed with density	

f�yi� �
�p
���i

exp

�
��yi � �i��

���
i

�
���

Maximum likelihood estimates for �i and �i are obtained from training data�
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Assuming that the prototype consists of N independent measurements� the joint density is given by	

f�y�� ���� yN� �
NY
i��

f�yi� ���

A Bayesian classi�cation rule was used for classi�cation� i�e� an unknown digit was assigned to the

type which maximizes the joint probability in Equation �� Due to the exponential form of the Gaussian

density� working with the natural logarithm of Equation � is more convenient� Hence� an unknown digit

image y is classi�ed to the class c which minimizes	

NX
i��

	
ln��c

i
� �



yi � �c

i

�c

i

���
��

����	 Veri�cation of classi�cation

The digit sequence encoded in an EAN��� bar code contains a check digit� By computing a check sum it

is thereby possible to verify whether a bar code has been correctly decoded� For a sequence of decoded

digits ci� i � ���N � this sum can be computed as	

S �
��X
i��

fi � ci where fi �

���
��

� if i � f�� �� �� � �� ��� ��g
� if i � f�� �� �� �� ��� ��� g

���

For the decoding to be correct� the sum S should be divisible by ��� otherwise one or more of the digits

have been erroneously decoded�

Assuming that only one digit has been erroneously classi�ed� one could try to identify this digit

by considering the probabilities associated with the Bayesian classi�er� One option� is to choose the

digit for which the probability of the best match is the smallest� Another option� is to choose the digit

for which the di�erence between the probabilities of the best and second best match is the smallest�

Having identi�ed the one erroneously classi�ed digit� it is straightforward to determine the correct class

by using the check sum� If more than one digit is incorrect� none of these approaches will work�

There is� however� another way of dealing with this problem� In an application using bar codes�

there will almost always exist a database containing the di�erent bar codes that may appear� Such

a database is needed to interpret the numeric codes of the bar code� but it can also be used to �nd

the best match for erroneously decoded bar codes� In the case of errors� the erroneously classi�ed bar
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code can be compared to the legal codes of the database to determine the closest match� The matching

can be performed quite e�ciently by �rst comparing the initial two digits of the code to a set of legal

country codes� then the next four digits should be matched against the set of manufacturer codes for

the speci�c country� and �nally the last �ve digits should be matched against the product numbers for

the given manufacturer�

� Experimental Results

The following experiments were carried out on the data set described in Section ��

��� Segmentation of the bar code

The segmentation is the process of identifying the region in the image corresponding to the bar code� as

described in Section ���� All the � bar codes were successfully located in the images� and no non�bar

code objects were selected� However� two of the bar codes were not properly segmented� but were split

into two separate connected components� This was caused by the severe smoothing of the bars� which

resulted in a too large area without gradients within the bar code� However� this may be helped� by

allowing close rectangular regions to be merged when the connected components are analysed�

��� Recognition of single digits

Our data set contained a total of �� digits� where the number of digits of each class varied from ���

����� to �� ������ When designing the prototypes for each digit� we used all the � bar codes of our

data set� This means that each prototype was generated from digit images with a resolution varying

from �� to ��� pixels per module� Hence� although we used the same data set for constructing the

prototypes as for the classi�cation� there should be no danger of over��tting the model to the data�

All digits were classi�ed using the same set of prototypes� and the results of this classi�cation are

listed in Table � �left�� We have arranged the digits into three groups� depending on their resolution R�

given in pixels per module� For bar codes with a resolution less than � pixel per module we obtained

a ��� recognition rate for the single digits� and we were able to decode bar codes with a resolution as
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Single digits Bar codes

Resolution R � ��� ��� � R � ��� R � ��� R � ��� ��� � R � ��� R � ���

Nof� samples 	�� ��
 ��� �� �� �	

Correct rec� �� �� ��� �� �
 ���

Table �	 Result of classi�cation of single digits and entire bar codes�

low as �� pixels per module� About ��� of the errors in the classi�cation were caused by inaccurate

segmentation of the digit box or the digits� while the remaining errors were simply due to low contrast

and low resolution�

��� Recognition of bar codes

For a bar code to be successfully decoded� it is necessary to recognize all the �� digits of the code� Table

� �right� summarizes the results when looking at the entire code�

By using the checksum of the bar codes� we were able to identify all the bar codes where one or

more digits were erroneously classi�ed� By investigating the probabilities from the Bayesian classi�er�

we tried to identify the erroneously classi�ed digits� However� none of the approaches were able to

identify all the erroneously classi�ed digits� This is probably due to the fact that our prototypes were

designed from digits with a large variation in resolution and had a large standard deviation while the

distance between the classes was small� A better result might have been obtained by constructing

di�erent prototypes for the di�erent resolutions� However� our dataset was too small to be split up in

this way�

As previously mentioned� for an application using bar codes� there will usually be a database con�

taining the di�erent bar codes that may appear� Such a database can be used to �nd the best match

for erroneously decoded bar codes� Through experimental simulations we tested how a matching of the

bar codes would perform� by using a set of � legal codes originating from a genuine product database�

This database contained bar codes from �� countries� �� manufacturers and �� products� Some of the

bar codes di�ered only by one digit�
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From the set of bar codes from the database� a new set of bar codes was simulated with a probability

of p�ei� � ��� for exchanging one of the digits with another one� This gave a dataset where the probability

of all the �� digits of the bar code being correct� was P � ���p�ei���� � ����� Each code of this simulated

dataset was matched against the database� and for ����� of the bar codes a singular best match was

found� For the remaining ��� of the bar codes there were more than one possible match� Hence� with

a classi�cation rate similar to what we obtained in our experiments� a correct decoding for about ���

of the bar codes should be possible�

� Summary and Conclusion

In this study we have shown how bar codes can be decoded through recognition of the human�readable

characters printed beneath the bar pattern� Viard�Gaudin et� al� have previously reported successful

decoding of bar codes with a resolution of ��� pixels per module� In our experiments we were able to

successfully decode bar codes with a resolution of ��� pixels per module� For single digits originating

from bar codes with a resolution less than � pixel per module� a correct recognition rate of ��� was

obtained� For the entire bar code consisting of �� digits� this will only give a recognition rate of about

���� However� the erroneously classi�ed bar codes are easily identi�ed by computing their check sum�

By introducing a veri�cation approach� where these bar codes are matched against a database of legal

bar codes� we have shown that a total recognition rate of at least ��� should be obtainable�

We believe that a digital camera would give less blurring� and that this would make it possible to

read bar codes of less resolution than ��� pixels per module� There also lies a potential improvement

in combining the recognition of the human�readable characters with a decoding of the bar patterns as

described by Viard�Gaudin et� al�
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